Test 1 – You have 10 minutes to complete this test
Remember to work as quickly and accurately as possible.

Fill in the missing letters to complete the words in the following passage.

1. Scafell Pike, s t u d in the Lake District, is the highest
2. fell* in England. Standing at 978 metres, its m j t c
3. beauty and the e t n s views from the summit make
4. it a p u r destination for experienced and novice
5. hillwalkers i k. Completing the challenging ascent is
   a considerable achievement, and there are understandably many people who
6. want to c u e this formidable fell.
7. While days on Scafell Pike are very enjoyable, it is c u i l to
8. take care at all times. It is important to be p e r d and to
9. have the n c s r y equipment, such as a map and a
10. compass. S u t b footwear, such as walking boots, needs
    to be worn. The weather can be unpredictable, so warm and waterproof clothing
11. is essential. As long as a responsible a p o c is taken, a walk
12. up Scafell Pike is g e y rewarding.

* fell — hill
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Choose the correct words to complete the sentences below.

1. Swimming is an accessible sport that is great at
   - increasing
   - expanding
   - thriving
   - growing

2. It will be an
   - accolade
   - honour
   - privilege
   - acclaim
   to make a speech at the charity dinner next month.

3. She showed
   - great
   - loads
   - large
   - high
determination in finishing the race.

4. As we left the cinema, we agreed that the film had been a
   - satisfaction
   - confusion
   - fascination
   - disappointment

5. Luckily, the traffic lights changed to green as their car
   - emerged
   - approached
   - entered
   - appeared

6. There has been a
   - failure
   - decline
   - reluctance
   - loss
   in the number of tourists visiting the aquarium.
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19. She expects to be home by 10.30 pm at the latest.
20. Residents hope something to be done about crime in the area.
21. Plans for a new supermarket have received so many accolades.
22. I can see why the restaurant has distributed opinion in the town.
23. We need to protect this rare species until it's too late.
24. The weather exceeded over the course of our holiday.
25. The new series of the police drama promises to be the best one yet.

This is the end of Test 1

Score - /25